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Bell-Fruit Corp. Reno, Nevada. U. S. A.             Established in 1952    

 The Legend Lives On!!                                   The Early Years 

Thomas White Burns Watling was born on August 24th 1862 in Edinburgh, 

Scotland.  

In 1902 he purchased the D. N Schall & Company, a coin operated Amusement 

Machine Company based in Chicago,  at that time Thomas Watling was living in 

Chicago. 

In 1903 He and his brother John founded The Watling Manufacturing Company. 

This company made slot machines and coin operated weighing scales, and was 

located at West Washington Blvd, Chicago.  

 

The company would stay there until they moved to 4650 West Fulton Street,, 

Chicago in the early 1920’s, where they would stay until 1951 when the U. S. 

Government enacted the Johnson Act (Prohibiting the transportation of 

gambling devices across State lines) this act completely shut down the 

manufacturing of Slot Machines in the United States for more than 10 years, Tom 

Watling died in 1941 when like the rest of the companies in the coin machine 

industry they were doing work for the U. S. military, at that time the company 

was  being run by John Watling, Tom’s eldest son.  

Throughout the previous 35 years Chicago had been the Capital of the World in 

the manufacture of Slot Machines and other coin operated equipment, companies 

like The Mills Novelty Company, O.D Jennings & Company, Pace Manufacturing 

Company  and The Lion Manufacturing Company later to be known as Bally 

where amongst the early slot machine companies that called Chicago their home. 



 



After the Johnson International Act of 1951, all of the above named companies 

with the exception of Bally, migrated to Nevada, the only State along with 

Maryland in America where gambling was still legal and  was allowed to operate 

slot machines.  

O. D Jennings & Company did try to carry on manufacturing, but could only 

manufacture machines for the export market, and they too eventually moved 

their production  to Ireland Island in Bermuda, and also set up a distribution 

center in Maryland, the only other State outside of Nevada where it was still 

legal to operate slot machines (Maryland would become the last State in the 

Nation to allow the operation of slot machines outside of Nevada) after Maryland 

banned the operation of slot machines in 1965,   

           

While O. D Jennings & Company, The Mills Novelty Company and The Pace 

Manufacturing Company  struggled to compete with only the Nevada market for 

customers.  

The Watling Manufacturing Company who had also moved it’s slot machine 

tooling to Reno, Nevada in the hope of starting up alongside it’s old Chicago 

competitors, decided to withdraw from the production of slot machines and 

concentrait on producing coin operated weighing scales. (This they did very 

successfully through to the early 1970’s)            



                   

Rather than move their slot machine tooling from Reno, Nevada. John Watling 

sought the help of Lou Benetti of Nevada Novelty Company, a local route 

operator, who he had asked to try and sell the slot machine tooling for him, that 

was in 1957, Lou Benneti sought the help of a young man named Lane Fleischer a 

local slot machine dealer.  Together Lou Benetti and Lane Fleischer decided they 

would try their hand at manufacturing, and formed The Bell-Fruit Corporation 

of Reno, Nevada.  

After struggling to raise the necessary finances to start production, Benetti who 

had designed a new front opening cabinet, split with Fleischer and sold his 

designs to Mills Bell-O-Matic Inc, and left Lane Fleischer looking to sell the 

tooling on behalf of John Watling, Lane came up with an American Entrepreneur  

who he had been selling used slot machines to the U. S. military in Germany, his 

name was Kenyon  F. Wilkinson.  

Kenyon Wilkinson and his partner George Prock decided that there could be a 

possible market in Great Britain, and although slot machines were still illegal in 

most European Countries, there was talk of England legalising Fruit Machines 

(Slot Machines) for use in public houses. 

Wilkinson contacted a well known coin machine dealer in London called Ralph 

Horwitz of the Chicago Automatic Supply company. who put him in touch with 

Jimmy Moran a fellow coin machine distributor in Northern Ireland, the old 

Watling slot machine tooling now labeled Bell-Fruit Corp. Reno, NV. U. S. A was 

then shipped to France where the Watling family had many connections in the 



industry from the days when The Watling Manufacturing Company distributed 

their original Roll-A-Top slot machines in the 1930’s,  from there it was shipped 

to Northern Ireland, where it was then taken across the Irish border into the U.K. 

all of this was done because of certain imports from the U.S. that were still 

banned and also to avoid the  heavy import duties that were imposed by the 

British Government on  U.S. imports that were more than 40%.  

Kenyon Wilkinson then contacted Sam Norman of Balfour Marine (Engineering) 

Ltd who was manufacturing the American Ami jukeboxes under the name Bal-

Ami, Sam Norman made a deal with Wilkinson and Prock  to manufacture a fruit 

machine using the Watling tooling under license from Wilkinson and Prock, this 

machine would be known as the “Silver Queen 

                                                         

     Sam Norman’s “Silver Queen” 1958                    Sam Knight’s “Mills Penny” 1957 

Sam Norman through his old friend Dave Laren of Laren for Music, a Bal-Ami 

distributor, contacted Arnold Burlin a large fruit machine operator in 

Manchester, who put him in touch with Sam Knight of the Mills Novelty 

Company (No relation to the American Mills Novelty Company) in Stockport, 

who was making fruit machine cabinets and installing the old Mills slot machine 

mechanisms in them, Sam Norman contracted with Sam Knight to sell him his 

cabinets with the name “Silver Queen” on them. 

The always flambount Kenyon  Wilkinson was becoming very impatient and was 

not at all happy with the machine being turned out by Balfour Marine 

(Engineering) Ltd, he  also fancied himself as a fruit machine manufacturer. He 

saw a “For Sale”  add in the financial times advertising a factory premises and 

cash register machine business in Nottingham, he said goodbye to Sam 

Norman,bought out George Prock and  shipped his Watling Tooling to 

Nottingham, and then he brought over his Son Kenyon Wilkinson Jr and Lane 

Fleisher from the States, installed them in an hotel and on July 15th, 1963 formed 

Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Ltd.  



                                             

 

   



 Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Ltd               Established 1963. 

In 1963 fruit machines were appearing in the backrooms of many British pubs, 

the types of machines that were being operated in those early day’s were outright 

gambling machines, but to get around the British Gaming Laws most of them 

were being operated with cash in and tokens out, there was also the pinball 

gambling games known as Bally Bingo’s. 

The 1963 Betting and Gaming Act, allowed slot machines to pay out One Shilling 

in cash, and Five Shillings in prizes. 

                                                           

                              

                                      Picture courtesy Bell-Fruit Games 2013 

 



Most of the fruit machines that were being operated in the British pub’s were done through local 

operators doing business directly with the pub manager or licensee. Kenyon Wilkinson saw the 

potential of operating directly with the pub owners, those owners being the breweries. 

He convinced Charrington’s a London brewery that by removing the traditional  fruit symbals 

from his fruit machines and replacing them with symbals depicting the various brands of beer sold 

by the brewery, that not only would the brewery make money from the machines, but also be a 

source of advertising of their beers. He also pointed out that many of their managed pubs were 

already putting various fruit machines in their locations, of which the brewey was getting no 

income  

       

Within a short space of time Wilkinson had contracted several major breweries to install the Bell-

Fruit machines in their managed public houses, he formed various subsiduary operating 

companies to install the Bell-Fruit “3-A-Like” models, at that time because of the legal payout being 

one shilling in cash and five shillings in prizes, the pub managers were very resistant to these 

machines, after all they had fruit machines already  installed by local operators that paid out large 

jackpots and were making far more money than the Bell-Fruit “3-A-Like” with their very small 

payouts, also because the breweries were getting a cut from the Bell-Fruit machines, the pub 

managers were going to be getting very little for themselves.  

Many took in the Bell-Fruit machines under protest, other simply took them in  and placed them in 

a back room and kept operating the other fruit machines from the local operators.  

Kenyon Wilkinson combated this by  recruited local operators to join forces with him on a joint 

venture basis, one such operator was Dickie Needs of East Anglian Enterprises Ltd  a well known 

street operator who had good connections with the two major Norfolk breweries, Steward & 

Patterson and Bullards Brewery, in fact Dickie Needs partner was Geofery Watling a local Norfolk 

businessman who was a major shareholder in the Steward & Patterson brewery, he was also 

Chairman of Norwich City soccer club.   

Dickie Needs saw the potential of operating under contract to the breweries not only for the Bell-

Fruit contract, but for the operation of other various amusement and music equipment with his 

pinball and jukeboxes that could be installed and protected under the humbrella of the Bell-Fruit 

contract. 



                  

Dickie Needs at his home in Fakenham, Norfolk  2008.         The first fruit machines in Norfolk Pub’s. 

Pictured above is the late Dickie Needs of Triangle Amusements Ltd, East Anglian Enterprises Ltd 
and Bell-Fruit (East Anglia) Ltd. Who along with Kenyon F. Wilkinson secured both Bullards and 
Steward & Patersons the two leading breweries in East Anglia in the 1960’s..  
 
On a personal note, I first met Dickie Needs when I was 14 years old, he was the first operator to 
install Bryan’s wall machines in my late fathers amusement arcade at Mundesley-On-Sea, on the 
Norfolk coast, we remained friend’s for more than 50 years, right up until the time of his death just 
4 years ago  
 

 

 

 



                                                                  Cope Alman & Dr. Bill Pilkington                            

              

          The above page is from a booklet published by Bell-Fruit to celebrate their 25th Anniversary in 1988 



                               

  

       The adds from the British trade paper “Coin Slot”  above shows the original models made by 

Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co. Ltd  

While Kenyon Wilkinson was signing up various breweries to install his customized “3-A-Like” 

fruit machines in their locations, other manufacturers were becoming aware of this new source of 

income from these “Pub Locations” and were introducing machines aimed at this new market , one 

such company,  Automatic Coin Equipment Company better known in the trade as ACE, was 

making a machine known as the “Monte Carlo”.   

Bally from the U. S. had a strong British distributor in Phonographic Equipment Company,  and 

introduced their now legendary electro-mechanical “Gold Award”  model through that company, 

the Bally Corporation had been selling their gaming machines in the U.K. with great success, and 

Bally machines were soon the best machines to operate, and many operators were now in a 

position to offer far superior machines to the breweries than Bell-Fruit.  

Cope Alman soon realized that although Kenyon Wilkinson had opened a new market for slot 

machines in the U. K. he was the wrong man to run the intricate financial details (In march 1966 

Kenyon F. Wilkinson and his son Kenyon F. Wilkinson Jr, registered Bellfruit (Financial) Ltd) 

required for such an operation. And so Cope Alman quickly installed a man capable of such a task, 

that man was to lead The Bell-Fruit Organisation for the next 20 years his name was: Dr. Bill 

Pilkington.  

The constant battles and disagreements between Kenyon F. Wilkinson and Dr. Bill Pilkington was 

getting out of control, and Cope Alman gave Dr. Pilkington full control of both Bell-Fruit 

Manucturing Co. Ltd and Bell-Fruit Ltd the operating arm of the group, Bell-Fruit Ltd along with 

the many joint venture companies such as Bell-Fruit (East Anglia) Ltd under the shrewed 

leadership of Dickie Needs went on to secure many brewery contracts that included Watney’s 



Englands largest brewery chain at that time,  and become the largest operator of A.W.P machines 

in the U.K. 

Kenyon F. Wilkinson returned to the U. S. and died in a car crash in the late 1960’s, he will be 

forever remembered as the first man in the U. K. to have  opened the door to the operating of  fruit 

machines in British pub’s that has been a major source of revenue to the British fruit machine 

operators for more than 50 years.  

 

   

Bell Fruit Manufacturing Company:     Part Two  “The New Models”   
                       

     

In 1966 Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co. Ltd brought out their first new console models “Full House” 
and “Club International” to compete with the other fruit machine manufacturers that had entered 
the market.  
 
Also at this time Bell-Fruit introduced their 1d “Strike” model that would compete directly with the 
ACE “Monte Carlo” arcade model,  so they were now in a position to compete in all levels of the fruit 
machine market both domestic and Internationally.  



                            
  
This move would take Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co. Ltd to the forefront of the British coin machine 
industry once again,  and also make them a leading European fruit machine manufacturer that 
would last up to the present day.    
 
This move away from the antiquated “3-A-Like” models first introduced to the U. K. by Kenyon 
Wilkinson would also see a new generation of fruit machines now known as “AWP” machines that 
would be created by and keep Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co. Ltd as a market leader for the next 40  
Years. 



               .    
 
After the succeful launch of  their “Full House” and “Club International” models at the 1966 ATE 
show in London, Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co. Ltd would make in-roads into to the lucrative 
European market with operations in Holland and Germany.  
Bell-Fruit Ltd the operating arm of the company had already established operating partnerships 
with both the British N.A.F.F.I locations  in the U.K. and abroad in Holland and Germany, so it was 
a natural progression to establish sales outlets in those countries. 
 
 
Under the capable hands of Gordan Rand Bell-Fruit International soon became the operator to be 
recond with in  the Netherlands, it was not until 1975 that Bell-Fruit would breakthough and 
produce a machine suitable for the lucrative German wall machine market, under the direction of 
Bill Hayward Bell-Fruit Manufacturing’s Director of game developments and with the assistance of 
Peter Drury another Bell-Fruit employee, they developed the “Lucky Bell”.  
 



 

Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co. Ltd:      “Bell-Fruit goes International” 
 

    

 

Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co, Ltd.      The New 1968 Gaming Act. 

 
 
Another major milestone in the history of the Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Company, was the 
unpresidented decision by Dr. Pilkington to start selling Bell-Fruit  machines direct to operators 
through a network of established coin machine distributors, so on July 4th 1969 a letter was sent 
out  inviting distributors and operators to attend the launching of their new “Wildcat” models, this 
was done at the Bridgeford Hotel on July 21st-22nd with Miss Jennifer Lewis (The reigning Miss 
United Kingdom) in attendance to greet potential customers. (Miss Lewis was also the cover girl on 
the artwork for the “Wildcat” machine) 
 
 
The Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Company’s “Wildcat” model was the first in a series of successful 
models with various versions going to Holland and several scandinavion countries, “Wildcat” was 
one of the first “All British” fruit machines incorporating a multi coinmech and accepting both cash 
and tokens, it was also accepted by the British operator as a machine that met the requirements of 
the new 1968 Betting & Gaming Act. 
 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“Wildcat” was quickly followed by other models in the series suitable for both Pub and arcades 
operation,  making Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co, Ltd once again  the new “A.W.P”  market leader.  
 

 
 
Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co, Ltd appointed several distributors that have since become household 

names in the coin machine industry, CT Leisure Ltd, K & R Distributing, DMD 
Distributors Ltd, Associated Leisure LLC, London Coin Ltd, Memomatics, 
Glencoe, Music Hire, Ruffler & Walker Ltd and many other leading 
distributors.    











 



Throughout the next several years Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co, Ltd would expand their market 
share in many Countries in Europe, most notably one of those being Ireland, in the late 1970’s the 
Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co, Ltd produced models such as “Each Way Treble”, “The Each Way 
Nudge Gambler” and the legendary “Bell-Fruit Accumulater” that out sold every other make and  
model by at least two to one in that country. 

.                
 
 

Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co, Ltd:           1980’s Tough Times  
 
By 1987 Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co, Ltd was facing tough competition from 
companies like JPM Ltd who had taken over the number one spot in fruit 
machine  manufacturing, Bell-Fruit was now in joint second place with Barcrest 
Ltd, so  for the first time in their 25 year history they were forced to cut their 
work force from 800 employees to 300 employee’s, this was mainly due to new 
technologies being introduced, and with Bell-Fruit being an advocate for the 
development of these new and exciting trends, it was understandable, that such 
steps were taken. 
 
Also around this time the company had not only streamlined its operation to 
meet the demands of the educated fruit machine player, but also the challengers 
of their new rivals in manufacturing.   
 



They did this by moving away from their old and antiquated premises known as 
the “Old Tannery” and relocated to a new state of the Art custom built factory.   

 
   The “Old Tannery” Building in Leengate, Lenton, with the new purpose built 
factory just across the road from the “Original” site. 
   

        



                             The Ultra Modern Factory in Nottingham, 1987     
                                             (Photo’s Courtesy of the Lenton Listener) 
 

 
 

         
 
So as we move forward into the future of this great pioneering company, we must 
first remember the coin machines pioneers that helped to make Bell-Fruit 
Manufacturing co, Ltd  the success it is today as part of the Novamatic Empire.  
 
Tom Watling, Kenyon Wilkinson, Dr. C. W Pilkington, Bill Hayward, Ken 
Travers, Alan Poulton, Gordon Rand, Dickie Needs, John Gill, Barry Vale, Jim 
Stevenson, Peter Drury, Keith Healy, Alan Towle, Colin Taylor,  
Martin Taylor and Lesley “The Witch”  and many more who escape my old 
memory.  
 

                                                            
 
Bell-Fruit Manufacturing Co, Ltd  Now part of the Novamatic Group. 
                                                                                                                             To be Continued…. 
  


